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 « Trailer- NAPOLEON DYNAMITE THE ANIMATED SERIES

Brand new poster for the civil war ghost story BLOOD
FARE arrives
by: The HORROR Man      source: Press Release

Want to see the new poster? Follow me boils and ghouls.

Ah there you are. Thanks for joining me. Now as promised, the brand spanking new, fresh
outta the oven,so new its shiny still, poster for J.A. Steel’s Bloodfare. If the poster foretells
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how the films tone is, we should be in for a great time. Dig on the goods below.

From Press Release

BLOOD FARE is a Civil War ghost story with a modern twist, by J.A.
Steel and Co-Producer Christian K. Koch.  It is the tale of Corporal
Henry Trout (S. Edward Meek – WILD STALLION), who in 1861 fought
valiantly in a forgotten skirmish after the first battle of Bull Run.
150 years later, he will come face to face with his descendants as the
battle for blood continues on a haunted battlefield.  Tyler (Brandi
Lynn Anderon –  Syfy’s ZERO’S) and her brother Chad (Adrian West),
Henry’s fifth generation grandchildren, will challenge the very legend
of Charon the Ferryman, as the lines between the living and the dead
become blurred.

Gil Gerard, internationally recognized for his lead role as Captain
William ‘Buck’ Rogers in the science fiction movie and television
series “Buck Rogers in the 25th Century”, plays the character of
Professor Meade, mentor to the protagonist Tyler, in “Blood Fare”.
Gerard was recently seen in the Syfy original movie “Ghost Town”.
International action star, Kim Sønderholm, most recently seen in the
newly released “Little Big Boy” appears alongside Gerard as Professor
Malick.

In addition to Gerard and Sønderholm, several other amazingly talented
actresses and actors have joined the “Blood Fare” cast, including
Michelle Wolff (”NCIS”, “Chicago Hope”, “ER”, and “Providence”),
Savannah Ostler (”Vengance”), Bridget McManus (”Wanted”), Scott
Beringer (”Ocean’s Eleven” and “21″), Brenden Whitney, Alison Trouse,
Thomas J. Post, Antonio Lexerot and April Knight. Marcus Intheam, Salt
Lake City star radio DJ of “Marcus in the Morning” on Z-ROCK 94.9 and
“The Real L Word Live Lounge” host Natalie M. Garcia add live
broadcast talent.

Chris Hanson, one of the most recognized special makeup effects
artists of Hollywood, joined the crew of “Blood Fare” as Special
Makeup Effects Supervisor. He demonstrated his unique creativity in
“Age of Dragons”, “Hellboy”, “Underworld”, “Men in Black”, “The Green
Mile”, “The X-Files”, “The Faculty”, “Spawn” and many other productions.

We had an awesome time filming BLOOD FARE with Gil Gerard, who enjoyed
it as well, as he stated on his Twitter, his Blog and interviews
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1. Filmmaker J.A. Steel Releases BLOOD FARE Teaser Trailer

2. Exclusive Interview: J.A. Steel director of BLOOD FARE

3. CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE FIRST AVENGER poster debuts!

4. A TRUE BLOOD feature film could be in the future

5. BlOOD: THE LAST VAMPIRE TRAILER AND POSTER RELEASED
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